Fresh Milk Coffee Station
An elegant and contemporary fresh milk coffee machine that has been developed with attention to detail and with the best
material finishes, providing it with a unique premium identity.
Vitro X1 MIA is also very easy to use and maintain and delivers consumers a consistent high standard coffee experience.
You will be able to offer a wide range of espresso based fresh milk drinks, thanks to the innovative patented micro-injected air
technology (MIA), from velvety cappuccinos to latte macchiatos with a deliciously thick layer of foam to satisfy the tastes of the
most demanding consumers. The independent hot water serving areas allows the consumer to prepare tea & delicate infusions
at ease with clean fresh hot water.

Complete package

Machine cost
from £5955

cost from £8122

Fresh milk
coffee machine

Lease package
available at £380
per month

Bean to cup coffee
11 different drinks
Intelligent cleaning

Delivery should be 4-6 weeks from
point of order.

fast, safe and extremely user friendly automatic process that
ensures perfect cleaning of the fresh milk system.
After each service and five minutes after the last dispense, the
Vitro X1 MIA automatically releases water under pressure
through all the pipes to remove any traces of milk that may
have been deposited inside.
A manual cleaning process with a cleaning product is scheduled
every 24-48 hours and is carried out in a safe and very simple
way. The cycle lasts 10 minutes and it takes just 1 minute to
activate the process.

Complete package available. Bespoke housing unit available.
Our complete package includes everything you need to be
up and running, includes sample beans, water system, waste
system. All you need is a power supply.

Contactless payment
options available on this
machine.

13-amp power supply
required (simple 3 pin plug
socket)

Each tank refill can produce a
minimum of 35 of even the
milkiest of coffee recipes

Patented distance selection
technology allows the user to safely
select their product

info@themilkstationcompany.co.uk
01749 681381

